WKF Germany inc. is of benefit to the public and stands to the sport for
„People with impediment“
Germany WKF inc. develops since the new establishment very fast.
Approx. 4 weeks ago it was confirmed to the association the charitable benefit by the
water of financial director. The application was made with the tax authorities at the
end of March and because the charitable benefit is valid for the whole area of the
federal republic, it was checked here intensely and very exactly. Because such a
case was not given till present to the tax authorities yet, some talks had to go
between the authority and Mr. Tillmann, to the president WKF Germany inc. are led,
until it has come for this decision. In the meantime, WKF Germany inc. has begun the
planning, in 16 federal states isolates land associations to found.
Besides the association with the German-Olympic-Sports-Association (DOSB) and
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) stands in connection. The aim in the
future is a full membership in the DOSB. „But this is not so easy“, believes Mr.
Tillmann, „we have already fulfilled some important point for the admission in the
DOSB. Now it is important to fulfill still the last two points. “Moreover, WKF Germany
inc. has made an application for full membership in the TAFISA. The TAFISA "sport
for everybody" stands under the motto. This organization represents the sporty part
of the United Nations (UN) and is supported financially by UNESCO, the EU
Commission and the Federal Government. Other support gets the TAFISA by the
IOC and the DOSB.
Moreover, an important part in WKF Germany inc. is not the sport for „people with
impediment“and only since the Paralympics to plays.
Since the new establishment in April, 2012 it is a column in the association. The vice
president WKF Germany inc., Mr. Horst Kohl, is responsible here as a qualified
expert. Mr. Kohl already works together since decades with people with impediment.
In future people will take part with the tournaments of the association also with
impediment. This is planned in March, 2013 with the German mastery WKF Germany
inc. „Here we will inform in the future and in the next report even more“, according to
Andreas Tillmann, „this are people who just have interest in the popular sport and
also produce the same achievements, how people without handicap.“ Hence, WKF
Germany inc. works on the conversion on forming the single disciplines in such a way
that for the people with impediment participation is possible.
In spite of the good development WKF Germany inc. the office and the liaison
mission will also remain in future for „people with impediment“ in Schweinfurt and the
office of the president in Laufenselden; also the office for media work and press work
of the world WKF remains in Laufenselden.
With the meeting of the management of the world association during the world
championship in Croatian Mr. Tillmann was chosen unanimously by the present
members for other two years to the secretary general. We will hold „the meetings of
the members WKF Germany inc. furthermore in Frankfurt am Main“, according to the
statement from Andreas Tillmann.
If you liked to find out more about the activities in WKF Germany inc., you can ask
over the commercial place and the office of the president or about the Internet sites
www.wkfkickboxing.de or www.a-tillmann.de.

